Impulse oscillometry vs. body plethysmography in assessing respiratory resistance in children.
In 334 children aged 5-18 years, we compared the results of plethysmographic measurements of airway resistance (Raw) with oscillometric (impulse oscillometry; IOS) assessment of respiratory properties of the respiratory system (resistance (R) at 5, 20, and 35 Hz). All three resistances correlated significantly with plethysmographic Raw, and the strongest correlation was seen for R5 (r = 0.64). R5, R20, and R35 were significantly greater than Raw in the whole group. In the group of children with obstruction (FEV(1)%FVC below lower limit of normal), R5 was still greater than Raw, while R20 and R35 were not. The Bland-Altman analysis comparing plethysmographic measurements with oscillometric R5 revealed a significant difference between Raw and R5 in the whole group, which disappeared in the group of obstructed patients. Oscillometric assessment of resistive properties of the respiratory system of the lung requires less patient cooperation than does plethysmography. As the results of measurements using oscillometric R5 are similar to those obtained by plethysmography, IOS may be useful in diagnosing children with obstructive respiratory diseases.